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 Luke 2:9 tells us that the shepherds' initial response to seeing 
the angels was terror. This is the normal, natural response to seeing 
God's messengers or even an appearance of God himself. In our sinful 
state, coming close to a holy God is terrifying indeed! But something 
changed that. A powerful transformation takes place in verse 10. The 
beginning is a command, "Don't be afraid," and the end is a promise 
of great joy. What could turn terror into joy? Nothing but good news, 
gospel. 

 The idea of joy at finding salvation is a common one in Luke 
(see the parables in Luke 15). And this joy is for all people. The fact 
that the announcement came to the shepherds is evidence of that. No 
one is privileged over anyone else based on society, rage or 
circumstance. Everyone needs good news, and the appropriate 
response is joy. Different traditions tend to emphasize different 
worship responses, from the profound and reflective, to the personal 
and contemplative. But the outrageously joyful belongs in our palate 
of responses. 

 Another great element of this song is the already/not yet 
tension. In one sense, the war is over. The cross struck the decisive 
blow against Satan, death and sin (Col. 2:9-15). And yet, we have 
struggles every day and eagerly await the return of our Lord to claim 
victory over all the earth. To claim joy in the face of failure and 
apparent defeat is to rebel against the status quo of our day and 
declare that the victory Christ accomplished in the past promises his 
full victory in the future. Our celebration is not naïve or escapist, but 
the confident hope in one who has come and will come again. In this 
sense, Advent always looks back to his first coming and anticipates 
his return. 


